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ABSTRACT

Objective: to understand the biosecurity social representations by primary care nursing professionals and analyze how they articulate with quality of care. Methods: exploratory and qualitative research based on social representation theory. The study participants were 36 nursing workers from primary health care in a state capital in the Northeast region of Brazil. The data were analyzed by descending hierarchical classification. Results: five classes were obtained: occupational accidents suffered by professionals; occupational exposure to biological agents; biosecurity management in primary health care; the importance of personal protective equipment; and infection control and biosecurity. Conclusion: the different positions taken by the professionals seem to be based on a field of social representations related to the concept of biosecurity, namely exposure to accidents and risks to which they are exposed. However, occupational accidents are reported as inherent to the practice.

Descriptors: Occupational Risks; Biosecurity; Primary Health Care; Nursing; Social Psychology.

RESUMO

Objetivo: apreender as representações sociais da biossegurança por profissionais de Enfermagem na Atenção Primária e analisar como elas se articulam com a qualidade da assistência prestada. Métodos: pesquisa exploratória, qualitativa, fundamentada na Teoria das Representações Sociais. Os participantes da pesquisa foram 36 trabalhadores de Enfermagem de Unidades Básicas de Saúde de uma capital da Região Nordeste do Brasil. Os dados foram analisados pela Classificação Hierárquica Descendente. Resultados: foram obtidas cinco classes: acidentes ocupacionais sofridos pelos profissionais; exposição ocupacional a agentes biológicos; gestão da biossegurança em Atenção Primária; importância do equipamento de proteção individual, e biossegurança e controle de infecção. Conclusão: as diferentes tomadas de posições dos profissionais parecem se ancar em um campo das representações sociais ligado a questões relacionadas ao conceito de biossegurança, à exposição a acidentes e riscos aos quais estão expostos. No entanto, o acidente ocupacional é reportado como inerente à prática.

Descritores: Riscos Ocupacionais; Biossegurança; Atenção Primária; Enfermagem; Psicologia Social.

RESUMEN

Objetivo: comprender las representaciones sociales de bioseguridad en profesionales de Enfermería en Atención Primaria y analizar cómo se articulan con la calidad de la atención brindada. Métodos: investigación exploratoria, cualitativa, fundamentada en Teoría de las Representaciones Sociales. Participaron del estudio 36 trabajadores de Enfermería de Unidades Básicas de Salud de una capital del Noreste brasileño. Datos analizados por Clasificación Jerárquica Descendente. Resultados: se obtuvieron cinco clases: accidentes laborales sufridos por profesionales; exposición laboral a agentes biológicos; gestión de bioseguridad en Atención Primaria; importancia de equipos de protección individual; y bioseguridad y control de infecciones. Conclusión: las diferentes tomas de posición de los profesionales parecen anclarse en un campo de las representaciones sociales vinculado...
INTRODUCTION

Healthcare professionals, specifically the nursing team (i.e., nurses, technicians, and aides), are exposed to several risks of occupational accidents, whether in the hospital environment, in community health care, or at home. A risk is deemed to be one or more conditions of a variable with potential to cause harm. Risks of accidents can be classified as physical (heat, lighting, and sharp items, for instance), chemical (chemical solutions, airborne contaminants), biological (represented by bodily fluids carrying viruses, bacteria, or fungi), and ergonomics. Among these, biological risk stands out as one of the most frequent for professionals engaging in nursing activities, especially during manipulation of material contaminated with blood and bodily fluids\(^1\).\(^2\).\(^3\).

Nursing professionals exercise precautions that involve the risk of contamination with biological material, such as the use of sharp objects (needles, needle and over-the-needle catheters, and scalpel blades), gauzes contaminated with blood and/or bodily fluids, surgical instruments, bed sheets, and other hospital materials that are also contaminated. Consequently, it is necessary to apply biosecurity regulations to prevent the occurrence of health hazards to workers\(^4\).\(^5\).

In Brazil, biosecurity is regulated by Law 11.105 of March 25, 2005, which addresses National Safety on Biosecurity that, in addition to issues related to labor and the health area, also covers those related to the environment and biotechnology\(^6\). The study of occupational exposure to biological risks among healthcare workers can be considered recent and goes back to the outbreak of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), especially after the advent of the first case of occupational transmission by this virus\(^7\).

Therefore, biosecurity, also aimed at worker health, covers the study of those risks and is a relatively new and emerging area for several professional categories with high exposure, especially the healthcare field\(^8\). Given the importance of maintaining the health of professionals, biosecurity emerges as a mandatory subject area in training courses and requires constant professional qualification\(^9\).

Biosecurity involves several professions, and nursing is of exceptional importance, considering that the activities carried out by a nursing professional and the team require them to be in direct contact with the patient while providing care, thus exposing them to higher occupational risk\(^10\). The provision of quality nursing care is extremely important to guarantee the safety of these professionals, as well as the team and the patients\(^11\).

There are a large number of studies conducted on biosafety of nursing professionals in the hospital setting, which are justifiable because it is a hazardous environment crowded with patients with infectious and contagious diseases, in addition to the hazards of dealing regularly with death and work overload\(^11\).\(^12\). Primary healthcare professionals are also exposed to high risk from their work activity in community health and home care, especially the risks involving biological materials, for instance, handling contaminated bandages and/or administering intravenous medications. Therefore, to ignore the topic is to turn a blind eye to the several risks that professionals are exposed to, a scenario greatly represented in the current health environment\(^13\).

Facing this issue, the aim of this study was to examine the social representations of biosecurity by primary care nursing professionals. The national and international scientific production on the subject was considered insufficient, and the authors also wanted to take into account the magnitude of occupational accidents involving healthcare professionals\(^2\).\(^3\).\(^5\).

What has also been observed is an increased use of the theoretical framework of social representations in studies that address healthcare professionals, especially involving topics related to diseases and forms of prevention and care\(^14\).

Social representations are symbolic, practical, and dynamical settings in which status is linked to production, and not to reproduction or reaction, as well as external stimuli based on the use and selection of information resulting from an existent and current repertoire in society. It is not a mere “opinion about,” or “images of,” but real sui generis collective theories aiming to interpret and expound on the real. Thus, to represent an object, person, or thing does not consist solely of unfolding it, repeating it, or reproducing it, but rather of reconstructing it, retouching it, and changing it\(^15\).

With its relationship with nature, humankind, based on social-historical context, has its actions and attitudes constantly permeated by social relations established in the context in which humans are inserted. Taking into account that nursing professionals are exposed to risks of cross-infection in the healthcare environment, it is essential to know the position taken by the social actors involved in order to investigate the psychological aspects that influence the attitudes of professionals when carrying out the activities related to the implementation of biosecurity measures.

The objective of this study was to learn the social representations of biosecurity by primary care nursing professionals and analyze how it relates to the quality of care provided by the team.

METHOD

This is an exploratory study with a qualitative approach based on the theory of social representations developed by Serge Moscovici in the 1950s, built on the basis of concepts, claims, and experiences of the participants through a socially elaborated and shared knowledge\(^15\).
Participants, place, and sample

This study was carried out with nursing professionals from a family health strategy team, working in 18 primary health care units in the city of Teresina (PI) that belong to two health care regions (East/Southeast and South). These two regions include 63 primary healthcare units, with 36 located in the East/Southeast and 27 in the South. The regions and the healthcare units were chosen by lot. The sample consisted of 36 nursing professionals, where 18 were technicians and 18 nurses, selected through a proportional stratified random sampling method.

For inclusion in the study, the professional should be a permanent worker in the primary healthcare unit who performed activities as part of the family health strategy for at least one year. Professionals who were on leave or on vacation and those who refused the invitation were excluded.

The data were collected from January to February 2015, in a room reserved at the institution, guided by a semi-structured script that was previously tested in a pilot study, with three open-ended questions that explored the knowledge and practices of professionals in their daily routines. The interview was recorded and had an average duration of 25 minutes, totaling more than seven hours of dialogue, which were transcribed later. At the end, the participants were asked if they wanted to quit the study or change their answers, but there were neither dropouts nor changes.

Data analysis

For data processing and analysis, the IRAMUTEQ (Interface de R pour les Analyses Multidimensionnelles de Texteset de Questionnaires) software was used. The data were analyzed based on the descending hierarchical classification, where the texts were classified according to their respective vocabularies, and the whole set of texts was then divided by the frequency of the reduced forms. Based on the matrices, which crossed segments of texts and words (repeated X2 tests), the descending hierarchical classification was applied to obtain a stable and definitive classification. This classification allowed obtaining text segments with similar vocabulary among them, but that were at the same time different from the text segments of the other classes.

Ethical considerations

After approval by the Research Ethics Committee, contact was sought with the units and, later, with the nurses and nursing technicians. During each data collection, the objectives, risks, and benefits of the study were presented so that the participants could autonomously manifest their willingness to participate. No one refused, and all of the participants signed the Informed Consent Form.

To preserve the identity of nursing professionals, an alphabetical-numerical system was used, with aliases “ENF” for nurses and “TEC” for nursing technicians, followed by Arabic numerals.

RESULTS

Of the 36 participants, 24 were women, the mean age was 26 years, the mean time of service was five years, and the level of education was more than five years.

The IRAMUTEQ software recognized the division of the corpus into 178 elementary text units from 208 text segments. There were 7,356 recorded occurrences, with the use of 93.97% of the total corpus, a value considered high. Based on the descending hierarchical classification, it was possible to identify and analyze the textual domains, as well as to interpret the meanings, giving them names with their respective significance in classes, as illustrated in Figure 1.

The corpus analyzed in its entirety contained elements that addressed the knowledge and the practice of professionals related to biosecurity. Initially, this corpus was submitted to the first partition into two subgroups, related to the combination exposure-accident and adherence-management, covering four classes (classes 1 to 4). Class 5 came from the second partition, encompassing the others and related to prevention and control of infection during the services.

Class 1: Occupational accidents suffered by professionals

This class showed the occupational accidents most experienced by professionals. It involved biological accidents and seemed to have adopted the concept of “accidents” as elaborated by these individuals, as can be seen in expressions such as “Already, with blood, isn’t it?”; “Yes, there is always blood”; “I had an accident, but there was no blood”; “The needle had blood, that is why I panicked.”

The relationships between accident-material and accident-exposure were present in all discourses, almost always associated with fear and precaution. The concern with exposure to bodily fluids as well as sharp materials and their handling was substantiated with the dialectics of acting preventively when not aware of the possibility of contamination/infection. Attention was drawn to the account made by the individuals that elected the vaccination room as the setting with the highest probability for accidents to happen.

I was handling a box with needle stick, and did not notice when I was sealing the box and the needles were pointing upwards overloading… (TEC01)

Yes, I already suffered some accidents. And most of us here in this primary care unit had more than once, all my colleagues at least... (ENF08)

Class 2: Occupational exposure to biological material

This class added information to the previous one, expanding and deepening the discussion on occupational health and biological risk in primary care. Here, the representation of biosecurity was perceived as linked to the susceptibility noticed with biological risks, especially related to the spread of microorganisms, either airborne or through direct contact. During patient care, professionals interacted with patients who were still undiagnosed. Several times they provided care without the necessary equipment for their protection against risks, especially when this service was carried out away from the primary care unit. Therefore, attention was drawn to the discussions on acting with precaution, in which the adoption of biosecurity standards influenced the risk and exposure to accidents, which affected the previous class.
These professionals felt more vulnerable when providing care to the patient at home, because the integration of the correct knowledge about the standards did not necessarily align with their use. Furthermore, the relation between personal protective equipment (PPE) and its use was compromised by the investment in the primary care units, which was considered to be far from reality and lacking incentives.

... Oh, this is very common when dealing with people with tuberculosis, for instance... including the bandages and gynecological procedures, besides small sutures and draining some types of abscesses that we end up doing. (ENF10)

... What really scares us the most is to get exposed to needles and needle sticks, and get infected with HIV and hepatitis B... (ENF11)

... Exposure is always a constant, especially when caring for patients with tuberculosis, leprosy, and is a form of exposure... (TEC 04)

Class 3: Biosecurity management in primary health care

The content learned in this class evidenced that the professionals perceived biosecurity as safety measures and standards, and subsidies that would be provided for their daily practices. The most significant word, “manager,” showed the importance of acting educationally, which led to precaution-prevention. In addition, the achievement of precaution-prevention had to do with the manager-dependent type and, in short, involved the provision of materials that, according to these individuals, was independent from their will and knowledge.

The manager must provide a structure at least adequate to the job [...], supply the materials so we can carry out our work in an appropriate manner, but this manager does not do that. (ENF10)

There is no educational activity going on here, [...]; they simply drop off the materials and it is up to us to learn by ourselves. (TEC 10)

When we have it, we use it... If we don’t... we will do the procedure no matter what. (TEC 18)

Class 4: Importance of using personal protective equipment

This class is closely related to the previous one (Class 3), in the sense that its content expressed the interdependence condition between provision of materials and the guaranteed use of the...
PPE, with the goal of acting preventively. Thus, biosecurity was represented as PPE, which was considered an important measure for preventing occupational accidents and maintaining occupational health. However, the discourses evidenced that its use was insufficient. Professionals reported the routine use of gloves and lab coats only, even when there were other materials to be used, revealing a contradiction between talking, thinking, and acting.

This equipment is important to professionals, but here in our sector we don’t use PPE. (TEC 01)

You use everything available while carrying out a procedure, for protection against a risk to your health; it can be gloves, coats, facemasks, boots, caps. (ENF 07)

Gloves, NR-95 facemasks; I wear glasses so I don’t think it is necessary to wear protective goggles. (ENF 01)

To learn how to use personal protective equipment and practice the knowledge. (ENF 05)

Class 5: Biosecurity and infection control

The concept of biosecurity was elaborated based on infection prevention and control, and a cause-effect relationship. The interpretation of the representations expressed by the interviewees, regardless of their professional category, was anchored in the adequacy of conduct and techniques, with a great impact on professional practice. It was clear that these representations, in some cases, changed the very way of providing care, requiring a physical distancing by the professional in relation to the client, making the dialectics of acting with precaution concrete.

When I use the material, in other words, when I protect myself, I avoid infection contamination, not only for me, but for the patient as well… (ENF 04)

Sometimes the condition of the patient indicates tuberculosis; in other words, he was supposed to be in isolation! Then we really have to avoid him, right?… Because I was supposed to be using N95. (ENF 15)

Those very poor houses, with those filthy people… the kid with an exposed wound… sometimes we pick them up, check them out, but very cautiously, right? (TEC 14)

According to the descending hierarchical classification, expressed by the relationship among classes (Figure 1), the representations of biosecurity, from the perspective of the primary care nursing team, showed that the risk of accidents while carrying out their activities is constant. This risk, related to the exposure these professionals face to biological agents, can be minimized by providing adequate working conditions. This must be guaranteed by the healthcare manager, whose duty is to provide the materials, especially the PPE. In the end, the professionals recognized the importance of biosecurity in infection control, once subsidies are provided for them to carry out a safer care. When biosecurity was not guaranteed, the quality of the practice was affected, because these professionals ended up engaging in a more cautious care, which sometimes translated into physical distancing.

DISCUSSION

Healthcare professionals all over the world have a higher risk of acquiring pathogens, such as hepatitis B and C and the HIV virus, when compared to any other occupational group\(^ {11}\). For nursing, the biological risks are even higher and mostly related to accidents with sharp materials, needle sticks contaminated with blood, tissues, and other bodily fluids that are potentially infected\(^ {11}\). This justifies the discussion focused on these topics, drawn from the accounts of professionals.

Despite recognizing the magnitude of this problem, the implementation of strategies worldwide would be very complex. There are, currently, in the world approximately 35 million healthcare workers, of which three million have already had some kind of percutaneous exposure to viruses transmitted by blood. This high level of exposure occurs mostly because of lack of public policy guidelines, personal qualification, motivation, and work overload\(^ {12}\). With regard to this, the study revealed that 70% of the global population is somewhat covered by primary health care. However, when the issue is occupational health in primary care, only 10% to 15% of these workers had access\(^ {11}\).

The knowledge and recognition by professionals regarding the norms and risks that they are exposed to are important for reducing the rates of occupational infections, because they demonstrate an understanding of what the practice has taught them, associated with the scientific framework. In primary care, healthcare professionals are exposed to microorganisms by the very characteristics of the healthcare model. Many patients are assisted without diagnosis, especially in home visits. In not being aware of the diagnosis, many nurses neglect the use of PPE\(^ {18}\).

The professionals have difficulty conveying education and performance or discourse and practice, as represented by their not using PPE when necessary. It becomes clear in their discourses that the use of PPE is a mere theoretical activity, which has no room in their working routine, although it is widely indicated for standard precautions. The use of gloves, for instance, is recommended in case of exposure to biological fluids, which is common in primary care practice\(^ {19}\).

When explaining the perception of professional practice as risk-free, the team considers the use of such protections unnecessary and ends up being exposed during activities that are beyond the working routine or in emergency situations. This setting, which discourages the use of PPE, reveals the importance of acting educationally, especially on the part of the managers, who should reinforce its use through educational activities with the aim of minimizing this deadlock. This would take into account the fact that professionals are aware of its importance for a healthier professional practice, but they see it with distance\(^ {20}\).

The study results indicated that the participants sought biosecurity in primary care as activities that lead to higher
or lower risk, expressing more concern mostly with airborne diseases, such as tuberculosis and leprosy. Yearly, more than 200,000 new cases of leprosy and more than nine million new cases of tuberculosis are reported worldwide. Both of these diseases are highly prominent in Brazil, especially in the North, Northeast, and Central-West regions, with approximately 30 thousand and 700 new cases of leprosy and tuberculosis, respectively, reported yearly in the country.

As a result of airborne diseases, the use of face masks with respirators (N95), the key PPE in the context of respiratory diseases, such as tuberculosis, becomes necessary. In Brazil, the regulatory standard NR-6 requires companies to provide their workers with adequate PPEs free of charge and in good condition whenever collective measures do not provide total protection against the risk of accidents or work-related illnesses. However, in context of this study, this did not occurred and the professionals ended up suffering great exposure.

The capacitation was identified as a sine qua non action, incisive, and efficient at preventing accidents, capable of providing the educated behavior and allowing the professionals to act preventively. In this respect, simulation practices are extremely effective compared to traditional training methods. They provide opportunities for rehearsing already known activities, as well as unexpected events and new techniques.

There are also educational proposals taking into account the practices and dispositions of the agents involved within health care when they are offered courses and training on biosecurity, so they can become part of the learning-teaching process and, consequently, take into their professional lives what they have learned.

Among the areas that cover biosecurity, infection control is the most similar and most influences the practice of professionals. Although they lack specific theoretical knowledge, especially on prevention and control of infections related to health care, such as the correct use of PPE, techniques for washing hands, and aseptic performance for invasive procedures, it is notable that professionals base their attitudes — or try to — on infection prevention.

Biosecurity still presents a major challenge to quality management in health care, laboratories, and other health-care units, especially because of the one-way accountability, as this study showed. When questioned about their responsibilities, the representations turned to the manager as the provider of the necessary working conditions to act preventively.

It is known that the manager plays an important role in actions to control health risks, being responsible for providing capacitation, infrastructure adaptation including PPE and collective protection equipment, monitoring, planning, and risk management resulting from professional activities. However, a co-accountability scenario can provide changes in attitudes that could contribute to a practice focused on the collective. In addition, it is important to note that Brazil lacks a nationwide policy on biosecurity for effective care, especially related to the area of workers’ health care, which makes it difficult to list the responsibilities and duties at the managerial level.

**Study limitations and contributions for the nursing**

In the study, it was not possible to specify the risk management measures used by the professionals, when it was not possible to assure the adequate biosecurity. The study revealed only that professional conduct is strongly influenced by these representations, with repercussions in practice. This limitation points to a need to carry out further studies to address this issue.

The topic is relevant for addressing the issue of the current healthcare system associated with professional health practices, risk situations, and imposed vulnerability, especially regarding nursing. The social representations elaborated show, simultaneously, the behaviors of the group and the very scenario where they act, allowing the adoption of measures contextualized with the studied reality.

**FINAL CONSIDERATIONS**

The social representations of nursing professionals regarding biosecurity in primary health care allowed for an increase in elaborated and shared knowledge by this group, rooted as a result of its professional practice.

The method of analysis enabled the authors to imply that the representations were based on the routine of the professional, in which these professionals correlate the concept of biosecurity with exposure and accidents. Therefore, the participants recognized the risks they were exposed to. However, they related occupational accidents as inherent to the practice and expressed difficulties in recognizing their own insecurity within the practice. When this insecurity embodies the presence of diagnosis, diagnostic assumption, blood, or visible filthiness, the professionals use protection more frequently or, in the absence of such protection, they avoid physical contact or approach.

In this context, to raise this discussion, based on the theory of social representations, allowed a better understanding regarding the cognitive, symbolic, and affective activities related to biosecurity in this environment, which is of great importance to health care, but hardly discernible when the issue is risk management, which mostly associated with the health of professionals.

Concerning the social representations of biosecurity by nursing professionals, modalities with positive content were considered when the need for adopting biosecurity measures in the health care environment was recognized. However, neutrality became visible; these measures were only partially adopted when nurses were carrying out their activities, because of the difficulties they faced in their daily work.

Drawn from this learned knowledge, it is possible to propose intervention strategies that could raise issues of biosecurity in primary health care.
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